
3E/3F Newsletter 

Autumn 1 - 2016 
We hope you all had an enjoyable summer and we 

welcome you back. We are looking forward to a new 

and exciting school year, full of successes. Our topic 

this term is the Stone Age. For the first week we will 

be looking at the whole school theme of ‘Inside Out’ 

which is all based on children’s understanding of their 

emotions. 

 

Our English and topic work is now called ‘significant 

learning’ which means that there will be lots of cross 

curriculum links, giving children opportunities to 

develop their learning further by embedding the skills 

they learn in all aspects of their development.   

 

We will be continuing with our spelling programme 

from the second week of this term. Children will have 

two dedicated spelling sessions each day and will be 

working in groups with children at a similar level.  The 

day/s of each child’s spelling test will differ according 

to their spelling group.  

 

Each child will be in a reading group where they will 

read with an adult once a week. Your child will receive 

a comment from an adult at least once a week.  

 

Throughout the year children will be learning 

grammatical terms and have handwriting practise 

sessions.  

Children will use grammatical vocabulary including 

nouns, verbs, adjectives, conjunctions, contractions, 

clauses, phrases and adverbs. Alongside this children 

will learn to use a range of punctuation including full 

stops, capital letters, commas, inverted commas 

(speech marks), and apostrophes.  

 

Children will be extending their knowledge from year 

two by learning to count in 4, 8, 50 and 100.  They will 

begin to work with 3 and 4 digit numbers and learn to 

count through the 100 boundary. We will also be 

ensuring children learn their mental calculation 

strategies e.g. doubling, halving, bonds, multiplication 

and division.  

 

In year 3 the children will begin to learn their times 

tables and will be tested regularly.  They also learn 

the very important skill of telling the time using both 

analogue and digital clocks. We will also be looking at 

the twenty four hour clock.  Please support your child 

at home with these as this will give them confidence 

and encouragement.  

 

PE will be on a Monday and Wednesday, weather 

permitting. Please ensure children have their full PE 

kit in school every day, which consists of plimsolls, 

shorts and a T-shirt.  The children should also bring in 

an old tracksuit or joggers/sweatshirt so that they 

can go outside in the colder weather. Children with 

medium-long hair must be able to tie their hair back 

both in class and for PE lessons. Earrings need to be 

removed on this day otherwise the children are 

unable to take part. 

 

PSHE: This half term, celebration assembly will focus 

on children showing pride in their learning and 

appearance. Please try and encourage this at home. 

 

Children will be given weekly homework on a 

Wednesday which should be returned on or by the 

following Monday. This year they will have a purple 

homework book where their sheets will be stuck in and 

their work completed on the next page. The homework 

will continue to take the form of a ‘1,2,3 challenge’ 

with each challenge being progressively harder.  The 

children need to complete only one of the challenges. 

There will be a homework club which will be explained 

in the club letter to follow.  

 

REMINDER 

This year children will have a plastic zippy folder in 

which to keep their reading book and diary.  

Please ensure children always have their book 

bags/wallets in school with their reading diary inside. 

This way comments can be written in their diary which 

can help you to support your child at home. Children 

are expected to read a minimum of three times a week 

with an adult at home to maximise their development. 

Please always sign/comment when your child has read 

so we can monitor and reward when necessary. 

 

If you wish to speak with one of the teachers before 

school, please go to the school office. We are unable 

to speak to parents in the classroom before school. 

Alternatively, write a note or message in your child’s 

diary and we will attempt to contact you during the 

day or directly after school. Please do not come into 

the cloakroom or classroom before school starts.  

 

At 8:45am children will be working on their 

literacy/maths learning/next steps therefore we 

would ask that your child arrives at school promptly. 

 

If you have any concerns or queries please do not 

hesitate to come and ask. 

 

Mrs. Eddington 

Mrs. Stevenson 

Ms. Fox  


